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1ST READING 
 

GAYLE RANDALL – I have an English Springer Spaniel, Alvie, and a Brittany Spaniel. We have taken 
19 classes including FS1, FS 2 and FS 3, Attention 1 & 2, three Rally classes and Tricks and Games. 
 
I love taking classes and working with Alvie. I enjoy the training and I love learning from others. I’m 
hoping to learn more about showing. 
 
I’m willing to volunteer at club events. I haven’t yet because I didn’t know was offered. I love learning 
and experiencing new things with Alvie. 
 
I am an avid reader. I still work full-time. I love taking classes with Alvie. We are selling into our 150-
year-old farmhouse and moving to a condo! I love to garden and will now have a much smaller yard. 
We walk/hike every day. I love to travel. 
 
Sponsors: Margie Wunderle and Laura Comerford 
 
 
KATRINA KOEHNLE – I have a Rottweiler and we’ve been taking agility classes on Wednesday 
mornings for three years. 
 
I’m getting more involved with agility and went to Invitationals last year. I’m getting a puppy, 
hopefully, in the next few months. I tried agility with my other two dogs before and it didn’t work out 
for them. I have volunteered at trials and am willing to continue to do so.  
 
I’m also a horse-riding instructor, so I have teaching experience. 
Sponsors: Kathie Lester and Janice Bourell-Casey 
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2ND READING 
 

Alicia Aguilar – I have a Pembroke Welsh Corgi and a Cardigan Welsh Corgi. We’ve participated in 
Foundation Skills I, 2, and 3, Beginner Novice, Novice, Beginner Open, Utility A, Future Stars, and 
Agility 102.  

 

I would like to get more involved in club activities, including helping out with trials. I have an interest 
in teaching classes eventually as well. I volunteer at all of the agility trials that I am at and try to help 
out others when they need it and would be willing to continue to volunteer.  

 

I grew up in Oklahoma and moved to Cleveland for the MD/PhD program at Case Western Reserve 
University. I am currently working on my PhD in Immunology. I have gotten into strategy board 
games in the past couple years, so I'm doing a lot of that now. I also play the bassoon and piano and 
like to join games of pick-up soccer when I can.  

 

Sponsors: Kay Wood and Janice Bourell-Casey 

 
 

3RD READING 
 

BROOKE MACNAMARA AND JOHN YACKAL- Household membership. They have two mixed Border 
collies, Valeria and Valkyrie and are expecting a Norwegian Buhund puppy later this year.  John and 
Brooke are active in agility and have already volunteered at agility trials.   
 
Brooke: I began with Wednesday morning 101 with Jane Bush and Chuck Pilny, followed by the 102 
Class Wednesday morning and I am currently in the 9 am slot Wednesday Morning, now taught by 
Janice Bourell-Casey. 
 
I want to support the club that has supported me through my agility training.  I have participated in 
Agility 101, 102 and now an advanced class. I’ve volunteered at a CABT sponsored agility trial. 
 
I’m a research professor at Case Western Reserve University. My only active hobby is dog agility as 
much of my time is spent working. That said, I attend classes weekly and trial on average 6 
days/month.  I also enjoy watching tennis when I have time. 
 
John: I began with Wed. Morning 101 with Jane Bush and Chuck Pilny. My time slot has moved 
around a bit the last few years but I am still attending Wed morning with Janice Bourell-Casey.   
 
As I’ve stepped up my trialing participation over the last year, the Cleveland dog agility community 
has become my primary social circle in the area. It’s a very friendly and supportive community, and I’s 
like to give back to it by joining Cleveland All Breed where my experience began. I hope to be able to 
contribute my time in future events and to the club in general. 
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Since being comfortable enough at trials, I’ve tried to be helpful to other handlers whenever possible. 
I’ve volunteered a little at some club agility trials and plan to help course build at future trials. 
 
I’m a New Jersey boy who came to Cleveland in 2014 when my wife, Brooke was hired at Case 
Western Reserve University. In NJ, I worked for several years as a paralegal. In Ohio, I’m primarily a 
house spouse, although I started a small S-Corp during my 2020 Quarantine to publish Dungeons 
and Dragons game material. My other hobbies include Role Playing Games, Strategy Games, 
Miniature War Painting and Gaming. I’m a sports fan of Tennis and the Philadelphia Eagles.  I grew 
up with a pair of American Eskimos.  A German Shepard once babysat me as an infant (so I’m told.) 
 
Sponsors: Kathie Lester and Janice Bourell-Casey. 
 
TERESA KEMP- Teresa has an Australian Shepherd and an Australian Cattle Dog have taken AKC’s 
S.T.A.R. and Puppy 1 through FS3 and is enrolled in Attention 1 with my Aussie. My ACD has been 
in FS1, FS2 and FS3.  
 
I'd like to meet people who share my enthusiasm/love for all dog breeds. I'd like to continue elevating 
my understanding/knowledge of dog obedience, activities, training techniques, etc. CABTC offers an 
excellent resource to network and grow as a responsible dog owner. I’ve volunteered multiple times 
at the Scent trials. 
 
I’ve been living in the NE Ohio area for 25 years. My husband and I relocated from Denver, Colorado. 
I work at Emst & Young LLP. I enjoy spending time walking with my dogs in the Metro Parks. Last 
October 2022, my Aussie and I participated in our first Fast CAT event. My goal is to continue taking 
courses so we can participate in the agility trials. 
 
Sponsors: Bernadette McFadden and Cindy Chaytor 
 
CANDICE + JASON JENISEK- Household membership. Candice and Jason have a Rottweiler mix, Lab 
mix, American Pitbull Terrier and a Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retriever.  
 
Shrimp (the Toller) first well-bred dog and I'm hoping to find a community where I can grow with him! 
I'd love to be able to help him reach his full potential in both the show ring and competition sports. I'm 
brand new to the club and excited to help out in any way I can! We’re both willing to volunteer and 
would like to volunteer more if available.  
 
I (Candice) just graduated last year with my bachelor’s in biology and have spent the past few months 
building up my pet professional career, offering services such as dog walking, overnight visits, drop 
ins, excursions and more to the residents of Lake County. I enjoy reading, working with my dogs, 
hiking, and baking in my free time. I've always had a passion for animals and am excited to bring my 
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Dad (Jason) into it as well. He used to show Cardigan Welsh Corgi's as a kid but fell out of love with 
animals as he got older and had some bad experiences. Now, he has a goofy APBT (James) and co- 
owns Shrimp (Toller) with me and wants to learn more about what it takes to work with dogs in this 
capacity. 
 
Sponsors: Kara Girvin and Carol Godzick 
 
ALISON DEBROUX- Alison has Shetland Sheepdogs and has participated in obedience, rally, agility, 
conformation, and puppy classes.  
 
I really appreciate the community and to become more involved. I was a ring steward at the summer 
obedience trials in 2021 and 2022. 
 
I spent twenty-five years as a video producer and graphic artist. I’m retired now and devote my time 
to training and showing my dogs. I play clarinet in a community band and editing the monthly 
newsletter for a local Audubon chapter. 
 
Sponsors: Cheryl Sacerich and Suzanne Stachurski 

 
 

 
 
 

ROBERT RACHOW- Robert has Border Collies and had participated in many classes, most recently 
agility contacts, weave pole, advanced beginner agility and trial challenges.  
 

I was a key bearing member and taught agility classes up until 2007 when some circumstances e to 
have to let my membership lapse. I have been back at CABTC for the last 4 years and forced been 
very active, helping and working at the agility trials. I have many friends here and some I consider 
family, and I’m interested in getting back into teaching, as I miss it. 
 
I have 40 plus years in the landscaping field and I’m thankful to work in a field I enjoy. I’m an avid 
gardener and I enjoy kayaking, biking, hiking and just about anything outdoors. I have a strong work 
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ethic, good sense of humor (with filters) and I’m good with people. Of course, dog training is my 
passion. I enjoy hard work and have a strong sense of responsibility. 
 
Sponsors: Jean Bonness and Sue McGinty 
 
MARHTA CALWELL- Martha has a Belgian Sheepdog and a Belgian Tervuren and has attended agility 
run throughs and B Matches at CABTC. Many years ago I took 2x2 weave training. 
 
I’d like to join CABTC to participate in a community with other people who love working with and 
spending time with their dogs. I volunteer at both agility and scent trials. At agility trials I also assist 
with clean up and packing after the trial. I have also helped with running B-Matches. 
 
I have worked as a database project manager at Ernst & Young for over 20 years. In my free time I 
enjoy working with my dogs in agility, scent work, fast cat and dock diving. Most of my weekends are 
spent doing one of those activities. In addition to dog sports I participate in a book club with co- 
workers. I also love to organize volunteer events at the Cleveland Food Bank and managing our 
adopt a family holiday program for my team and Ernst & Young.  
 
Sponsors: Debbie Sacerich and Cindy Chaytor 
 
 

 

 
 

We are looking to update the CABTC website with pictures of members’ dogs. If you have some you 
would like to share, please send them to our webmaster, Chuck Pilny at  cpilny@twc.com. Landscape 
format is the best. 

If you notice any corrections that need to be made to the information on our website, please contact 
Chuck Pilny at cpilny@twc.com. 

Thanks, 

                                                                                                       Chuck Pilny & Steve Likevich 
 

 

Thanks to Carolyn Lincoln and Kara Girvin, we have active social media sites! 

Carolyn manages the Cleveland All-Breed Agility Facebook group. If you’re a group member you are 
permitted to post anything agility related. You don’t need to send your post to Carolyn first for 
approval. 
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Kara manages the Cleveland All-Breed Training Club Facebook page. She’s also working on our 
Twitter and Instagram accounts. Don’t forget to follow, friend and like us on social media! That’s a 
great way to keep up with what everyone is doing. 

 

 

SAVE THE DATE 
The CABTC OBDIENCE & RALLY COMMITTEE presents: 

Everything you need to know to enter a Dog Show 
SATURDAY September 16, 2023, Suite A 9am – 1PM 

 
New to Dog Shows?                    Need a refresher?                              JOIN US!! 
Exhibitors from all venues are welcome.   
Focus will be on AKC Rules and Requirements. 
Examples will primarily be for Obedience and Rally. 
What you will learn: 
 Where can I find out about upcoming dog shows? 
 What is a Show Premium and how do I read it? 
 How do I complete an Entry Form? 
 What is a Judging Program?  When should I plan to arrive? 
 What should I bring to a Dog Show?  
Start jotting down your questions now.  Goal of the morning is a fun day to provide 
information to all exhibitors. 
 
More details will be available in early August. 
Questions now?  Email Betsy Kapp: blkdoro@ameritech.net 

 

Lord Anson Agility Weave Pole Set Includes 6 heavy-duty regulation size weave poles spaced 24" on 
center, a high-quality powder coated metal base that can be easily adjusted according to the skill 
level of your dog and a carrying case for dog training and agility on the go! 

Like-new, selling for $125+ online If interested, please call or text Maria 440-502-4063 
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There is a FREE STUFF CORNER in the Gathering Area. Donations from AG, SCWK, and other stuff 
from deep in storage.  Please take a look in the corner and take it away!   
 
If anyone else finds stuff that is no longer needed for classes, please feel free to add it to the FREE 
STUFF CORNER! 
 
AND…as more stuff is found it will be added to the corner, so keep checking back. I’m working my 
way around the storage areas and corners to organize what we have and free up space where 
possible. The Maintenance cabinets and the space over the bathrooms in Suite B are on the list. 
 
Enjoy, there may be some real treasures in there… 
 

Deb Kaufman 
 
 

 
 

Our membership meetings are held six times a year at the Cleveland All-Breed facility, Suite A. You 
can attend in person or via Zoom. Links to the Board and Membership meetings are sent out a few 
days ahead of time via email. Membership meetings generally last a half-hour to an hour and start at 
7pm. Join us and get ALL the gossip firsthand! 
 

2023 Meeting Dates 

 
July 20 

September 21 
November 16 

 
Board Meetings are held via Zoom on the second Sunday of each month at 730 pm. 

 
August 13 

September 10 
October 8 

November 12 
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When we give dogs the chance to express who they are, we can embrace them, support them, and 
guide them. Sometimes we dream of who we want our dogs to be and get frustrated when they aren't 
what we dreamt of. This is usually because unrealistic expectations have been set by society and on 
social media. When people realize that their dogs have their own personalities, they start to realize 
that with a little guidance and understanding they can nurture their dog's personality which creates its 
own individual dream dog. It may be a different dream to the one you had planned, but it's often 
better! 
 

Embrace those beautiful personalities.      

 

         Contributed by Diane Brzezinski 
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“OLD FART DOGS”                                                               

 

                                                                               Contributed by Diane Brzezinski 
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E-Learning courses 
Let me preference this by saying I personally think CABTC has the best Obedience & Rally stewards 
ever. AKC Education Dept has finally released Rally & Obedience Stewarding eLearning courses. 
These are free.  
 
Also, the GR (Government Relations) has made available through the AKC Canine College (not free) 
a 7-module online course ’Confident Puppy E-Learning’. I have not seen either one of these. 
 
AKC Fetch title, events as of January 2, 2024 

The AKC says “Beginning with the premise that one of the most popular activities that dog owners do 
with their dogs is retrieving a ball”. AKC Fetch will be a fun program with four titling levels including 
Novice, Intermediate, Advanced, and Retriever. Each level requires 2 passes.  Further, the skills 
learned for each of the titles (e.g., remaining steady at the line until the ball is released) are related to 
future success in other AKC sports. 
 
Tripod (3-legged) Dogs in Rally and Obedience Classes Without Jumps –  
18-month pilot program. 
 

There are two classes in Obedience and three classes in Rally that do not involve jumping. Currently 
tripods are not allowed to participate as they are considered lame. At least one tripod already 
competes in Agility. 
 
An 18-month pilot program, allowing tripod dogs to participate in the non-jumping obedience and rally 
classes, was approved by the AKC Board of Directors, beginning July 1, 2023, and ending 
December 31, 2024. The sport specific regulation language in Chapter 1, Section 17 will be amended 
to read: Dogs disfigured as the result of accident, injury, or illness are eligible to compete provided 
the disfigurement does not interfere with functional movement. A dog that shows no signs of physical 
discomfort is to be considered fit to compete. The judge must excuse a dog as “unfit to compete” if 
the dog demonstrates sickness, discomfort, or pain while performing. All Obedience and Rally judges 
will receive notifications and regulation inserts will be published. 
 
Agility League Update 

Last year the AKC contacted me regarding my ideas/opinion on starting an Agility League. I told them 
absolutely. Way back when we were in Suite H, CABTC participated in an international agility league. 
We anxiously awaited the results to see how we compared with countries.  There are Leagues for all 
kinds of events so I said “why not”. Since then, the AKC Agility League has really taken off. The 
current season has 200 teams (including those from Alaska & Hawaii), about 910 handlers and more 
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than 1,200 dogs competing.  Listening to the handlers, they have added more classes. The first 
League “live” championship is planned for September 2-4, 2023, at Purina Farms in Gray Summit, 
Missouri. The event is open to all teams and dogs that have successfully completed a league season 
since the program began with the pilot season. All levels will be offered including Sophomore (Open) 
and Freshman (Novice). AKC.tv will livestream the event. 
 
Tracking recommendations - to be further discussed 

It has been recommended by exhibitors in Tracking to allow the dog to wear protective eye 
goggles to avoid eye injury from various plants and seeds found in tracking areas across the country. 
Protective coats and footwear are currently allowed. 
 

It has also been recommended that Recording Devices not be allowed. There has been an increase 
in exhibitors using various recording devices, while on the tracking field, and then challenging the 
decision of the judges both at the test, and after the test on social media. BTW, this is not to be 
confused with tracking devices used in Pointing Breed Hunt Tests/Field Trials.  
 
Coursing - Change to Muzzle Description - to be further discussed 

There was a recommendation to update the description of acceptable muzzles that may be worn in 
Lure Coursing, CAT, and Fast CAT® events. The dog must be able to open its mouth to breathe 
freely. If approved, would become effective August 1, 2023. 
 
Rally Choice 

Offering the Rally Choice class is no longer a choice.  It must now be offered! 
 
Approval No Longer Needed for New Sites for Obedience and Rally  
In past years, AKC has never rejected an approval for a new site in Obedience or Rally. Therefore, 
clubs no longer have to fill out paperwork for a site change. One of the goals of the AKC Sports & 
Events department is to make it easier for clubs to host events. The Companion Events department 
has modified the site approval process for obedience and rally events. Clubs do not need to submit a 
form with drawings when considering new sites, but must adhere to the requirements stated in the 
sport-specific regulations and in the AKC Obedience-Rally Trial Manual UPDATE 5-2023. 
 
It is the responsibility of the event-giving club to provide a site that will accommodate the ring 
requirements as specified in the sport-specific regulations. This includes minimum/maximum ring 
sizes and general ring conditions (See 4-32 in the Trial Manual). In addition, the building must be 
ADA-compliant and provide sufficient parking and restrooms for the number of anticipated people. 
The club must be aware of inclement weather conditions, ensure water is available on site, and 
provide appropriate safe crating areas for the dogs.  Performance rings should be as free as possible 
of any obstructions, such as columns and/or poles. If there are any unusual conditions exhibitors 
should be aware of, it is strongly recommended this information be published in the premium list.   
 
Update to Conflict-of-Interest Policies Related to Judges  
The AKC Board of Directors at its May 2023 meeting voted to modify the exhibiting restrictions related 
to judges who teach conformation or obedience training classes and judges who use the services of a 
handler. In addition, the Board voted to establish a formal period of ineligibility for those who formerly 
co-owned dogs with judges.  
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 • Modified the period of ineligibility in conformation for individuals and dogs who have attended 
conformation or obedience classes, in-person or virtual, taught by a judge from one year to six 
months. 
• Modified the period an agent or member of their household may not exhibit dogs under a judge 
who has used their services of an agent from at least four to at least six months after working for the 
judge. 
Established a defined six-month period of ineligibility for individuals who co-own dogs with judges 
after the end of all co-ownership arrangements. This applies to equally to members of the same 
household for the judge and/or co-owner. 
 
Health Services and Breed Characteristic Special Attractions  
The AKC supports clubs offering health services and breed characteristic special attractions at their 
events.  These special attractions may not be conducted in a ring and should be held in a location 
away from congestion and heavy traffic to provide a conducive atmosphere for the special attraction. 
 
FSS Open Show Regulation Change  
An adjustment was made to the FSS Open Show regulations to clarify that clubs may restrict their 
competition to the breed they were formed to serve or they can offer competition for all FSS breeds. 
 
AKC Event Operations Blog 
The AKC Event Operations team maintains a blog that contains these, as well as other, updates to 
clubs. The blog is a useful resource of information and can be found at 
https://akceventoperations.wordpress.com/. 
Please contact the Event Operations department at eventnews@akc.org with any questions. 
  

Maureen Setter 

 

Another Over the Moon in June Rally Trial is in the books. There are so many people to thank that it's 
hard to even know where to begin! 
 
We would like to thank the Committee: Deborah Foster-Koch, Trial Secretary, Bernadette McFadden, 
Bobbie Dulaney, Jane Hook, Karen Abbey, Shirley Riley, Connie Rigotti and Kris Zelinski. Without 
this hard working crew, there wouldn't have been a Rally Trial last weekend. 
 
We would also like to give a huge thank you to our amazing stewards! They worked tirelessly 
throughout the trial and kept us on track. Thank you all! 
 
There are also a couple of other Club members who were willing to step up and assist at the last 
minute. Thank you, Marie Albano and Diane Hach. You are both incredibly generous! 
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There were so many special moments during the weekend, both in and out of the ring. The many acts 
of kindness witnessed, and the kind words shared will last for a long time. Thank you all. 
 
This was our first time to have gift baskets and we had quite a lovely turnout with 15 different baskets, 
including an ex pen. To those who either made a donation or purchased tickets, thank you, thank you, 
thank you!  
 
And last but not least, to all the handlers and their incredible dogs: thank you! We look forward to 
seeing you again next year! 
 
Cheers, 
Margie Wunderle 
Laura Comerford  

We’d like to offer special thanks to our corporate donors, without your generous support we wouldn’t 
be able to provide our handlers such generously loaded swag bags. We had 14 gift baskets and an 
X-pen donated by corporate sponsors and club members for our raffle. Many thanks to you all! 

          

                   
Lakewood Animal Hospital 
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Maya (RACH Glamours Monopoly Madness SH WCX CD AX OAJ) completed her senior hunt title. It 
was quite a project. This title I had never done before. It was a lot of work and a lot of travel. It truly 
took a village, Jan and Rich Kren for their support and four great teachers, Christy Thomas, Carol 
Young, Ann Lynn and Pat Rose who got me started. Thanks also to my Maya. The hardest working 
girl in town. 

Judy Askew 
 
 
                                         
 
 

 
 
 
Butter earned her RE Rally Excellent title with a 100++++ 
on time 6/24 at CABTC. 
 

                                                          Linda MacDonald 
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A very stressful two days, 

but Team Chase earned 

the Third-Place ribbon in 

the Master Class at the 

2023 AKC RNC. 

 Joanne Kazar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Xtra was in her first trial. CABTC along with 

Buckeye Tracking Club held a Scent 

Trial. Xtra was entered in Interior and 

Container both morning and afternoon. She 

qualified in all four, taking 1st place (11.9 

seconds) and qualifying in Interior and 

taking 3rd and 4th place in container. Thank 

you, Cindy Chayter and Kathy Lester, for all 

your support. She sure did learn fast. So 

proud of my baby girl. Thanks, 

                                             Sandy Novicky 
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In May Taylor (CH Elyan Bluefox Night Moves BN, 

RA, ACT1, FDC, CAX, FCAT, SWA, RATN, 

CGCA, TKN, ATT, IT, VC, ROMB-V) earned her 

Beginner Novice in Obedience in Medina’s 

Amayzing Spring trial. 

Then in June during Cleveland All-Breed Over the 

Moon in June, she earned her Rally Advanced 

title. 

On to July and she passed the ACT 1 agility trial 

held at Cleveland All-Breed! 

 

Thank you to all the trial organizers and to my CABTC friends who’ve been helping me on our 

incredible journey and to make a life-long dream come true. 

                          I’m so lucky to have this spectacular, hardworking girl in my life. 

                             Laura Comerford 
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Dare and I had a great spring in NACSW 

Nosework! Dare earned his NACSW NW3 on 

May 21! He did so in style with High-In-Trial 

and all around Pronounced! 

 
Then on June 3, he earned his second NW3 
title with a second place and another all around 
Pronounced! 
 
Finally, at CABTC June Scent trial, he earned 
his Advanced Exteriors (SEA) title and the 
overall Scent Work Advanced (SWA).  

                                                  Ann Smorado 
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We are pleased to share that 

Sassy (Silverbay Champagne 

Girl) completed her Puppy 1 

class and earned her STAR 

puppy certificate.     

Bill and Margie Wunderle 

 

 

 

 

 

A picture from Rally National Championship, we had a 

great time, and competed in Excellent. We had two 

99’s but ended up with a score of 292 and 24th out of 

111 in our group. This was our first time at a national 

event and Ivy (Sunfire Lady of Vine Court) was great!  

 

Thanks 

                                Bernadette McFadden and Ivy 
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Wynwood's Life Is Good, SH, WC, (Zoe) earned her Senior Hunter Title this past June. In order to 
receive your title, you have to pass 4 hunting retriever tests. Zoe was entered in 6 and passed all of 
them.   
 
Thanks, 
 

                                                                                                                    Joan Durback 
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DATE TIME EVENT LOCATION 

JULY 20 7 pm Membership Meeting and Summer 

Social 

CABTC/ZOOM 

JULY 22-23  High in July Obedience Trial CABTC 

AUGUST 3 8 pm Agility Run-Thru CABTC 

AUGUST 10 8 pm Agility Run-Thru CABTC 

AUGUST 19 
 

 Agility Warm-Up CABTC 

AUGUST 20  Agility Novice/Open only trial CABTC 

AUGUST 24 8 pm Agility Run-Thru CABTC 

SEPTEMBER 4  Memorial Day   NO CLASSES 

SEPTEMBER 8-10 
 

 Agility Trial CAPS 

SEPTEMBER 16 9am – 1pm Obedience Seminar CABTC 
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CONTACT INFORMATION 

  EMAIL CELL 

PRESIDENT Audrey Bentz audreykbentz@hotmail.com  ................. 614-288-3661 

VICE PRESIDENT Fran Dacek fdacek@gmail.com  ............................ 216-339-7040 

TREASURER Deb Hagemen awesometervs@aol.com  ................... 440-749-4039 

RECORDING SECRETARY Janice Bourell-Casey janice@holmdenhillhaven.com  ........ 216-645-9955 

Corresponding Secretary        Suzanne LeSure                       suzannelesurephd@gmail.com ..……..330-418-7887 
 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS   

 Kathie Lester kathieL@pobox.com .......................... 216-410-2990 

 Elaine Moore dualchamp@aol.com ………………………440-263-0438 

 Carol Godzick carolal1220@sbcglobal.net  ............... 216-496-3167 

 Annette Pedersen apedersen@neo.rr.com …………………. 330-388-7894 

 Ramona Cartwright poncho7232@earthlink.net ………………440-725-0571 

 Laura Comerford bayre85@gmail.com ……………………..   216-785-7715 

OBEDIENCE DIRECTOR 

    OF TRAINING TEAM Diane Brzezinski webetervs@aol.com  ......................... 216-407-4001 

OBEDIENCE CURRICULUM DIRECTOR   

OBEDIENCE CLASS SCHEDULING Kay Wood kw2747@yahood.com  ...................... 216-406-5076  

AGILITY CLASS SCHEDULING Kathie Lester kathieL@pobox.com  ......................... 216-410-2990 

AGILITY TRAINING DIRECTOR Debbie Sacerich debbud@aol.com  .............................. 440-318-4302 

OFFICE MANAGER Sandy Novicky sannvcky@aol.com   ........................... 440-334-4960 

Office E-Mail  cabtcoffice@aol.com ................................................  

ONLINE REGISTRATION Amanda Kost memandy@ameritech.net  ................ 440-864-6543 

Rosters/Membership/Keys Kay Wood kw2747@yahoo.com ......................... 216-406-5076 

LEGISLATIVE LIAISON & PUBLIC Annette Pedersen apedersen@neo.rr.com …………………. 330-388-7894 

EDUCATION REPRESENTATIVE                         

MEMBERSHIP CHAIR Suzanne LeSure  suzannelesurephd@gmail.com ..……..330-418-7887 

SUNSHINE CHAIR Holly Koester hkwcracer@sbcglobal.net  

AGILITY COMMITTEE CHAIR Debbie Sacerich debbud@aol.com  .............................. 440-318-4302 
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OBEDIENCE COMMITTEE CHAIR Diane Brzezinski webetervs@aol.com  ......................... 216-407-4001 

BUILDING MANAGER/MAINTENANCE  Al Godzick carolal12202@sbcglobal.net .............. 216-496-3195 

 Deb Kaufman woof2u2@pobox.com........................ 216-469-9170 

Building Rentals Deb Kaufman woof2u2@pobox.com........................ 216-469-9170 

WEBSITE ADMINISTRATOR Chuck Pilny cpilny@twc.com  ................................ 330-608-6919 

 Steve Likevitch twinpine01@att.net ........................... 440-390-0119 

LOOSE LEADS EDITOR                       Laura Comerford                           bayre85@gmail.com ……………………….216-785-7715 

 

 

 

 

 


